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Abstract   The spin and valley polarizations and plasmonics in Van der Waals heterostructures of strained graphene 
monolayer on 2D transition metal dichalcogenide (GrTMD) substrate are reported in this communication. The substrate 
induced interactions (SII) involve sub-lattice-resolved, and enhanced intrinsic spin-orbit couplings, the extrinsic Rashba spin-
orbit coupling (RSOC), and the orbital gap related to the transfer of the electronic charge from graphene to the substrate. 
Furthermore, magnetic impurity atoms are deposited to the graphene surface and the corresponding  exchange field is included 
in the band dispersion.  A Rashba coupling dependent pseudo Zeeman term  arising due to the interplay of SIIs was found to be 
responsible for the spin degeneracy lifting and the spin polarization. The latter turns out to be electrostatic doping and the 
exchange field tunable and inversely proportional to the square root of the carrier concentration. The  strain field, on the other 
hand, brings about the valley polarization. The intra-band plasmon dispersion for the finite doping and  the long wavelength 
limit has also been obtained. The dispersion involves the  q2/3  behavior and not the well known q1/2 behavior. The uniform, 
uniaxial strain does not bring about any change in this behavior. However, the plasmon dispersion gets steeper for the 
wavevector perpendicular to the direction of strain and is flattened for wave vectors along the direction of the strain with the 
term responsible for the flattening proportional to the strain field. The stronger confinement capability of GrTMD Plasmon  
compared to that of standalone, doped graphene is an important outcome of the present work. One finds that whereas the intra-
band absorbance of GrTMD is decreasing function  of the frequency at a given strain field, it is an increasing function of the 
strain field at a given frequency.  
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 Main Text  Ever since the isolation and production of the graphene in 2004[1,9], the 2D materials[10-
11]  have attracted significant attention world-wide. Assembled from atomically thin layers of graphene, 
hexagonal boron nitride and other related materials, the van der Waals hetero-structures (vdWHs) [12,13], 
have followed closely on the heels of the development of the 2D materials. The recent advances in 
vdWHs [13-18] have created a new touchstone in materials science unveiling unusual properties and new 
phenomena. These avant-garde structures not only offer a unique platform for the emerging devices with 
unprecedented functions, they also provide a fascinating dais for theoretical explorations through the 
handling of their confined electronic systems. For example, the higher degree of  confinement and longer 
lifetimes of  vdWH plasmons, accessed in graphene encapsulated boron nitride crystals [19-21], have 
stimulated intense efforts to study such collective excitations triggered by the prospect of paving the way 
for architecting nano-photonic and nano-electronic devices and components. The bridging act of the 
whole spectral range from the mid-infrared to the terahertz (THz) band [22], including the 
accommodation of the phonon modes, the ultra-confined, long-lived  plasmon modes [1− 9, 13-23], and 
the plasmon-phonon-polariton modes are new paradigm of such structures. The gate voltage and/or added 
impurities facilitate useful manipulation of these effects [24,25]. The vast possibilities presented by such 
hetero-structures suggest considerable future growth potential for this field in both fundamental studies 
and applied technologies. 
 
The interesting and  functional possibilities related to the optical and THz plasmons of strained graphene 
(Gr) monolayer on 2D transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) substrate have been studied in this 
communication. The possibilities follow directly from the engineering of the enhanced spin-orbit 
coupling (SOC) in graphene through interfacial effects via coupling to the substrate. Apart from an 
orbital gap (∆related to the transfer of the electronic charge from Gr to TMD, the substrate-induced  
interactions (SII) [26]are the sub-lattice-resolved, giant intrinsic SOCs due to the hybridization of the 
carbon orbitals with the d-orbitals  of  the transition metal( ∆ , ∆ )  and  the external electric field(	
 
dependent extrinsic Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) (λ 	
 that allows for the external tuning of 
  
 
the band gap in Gr-TMD and connects the nearest neighbors with spin-flip. These interactions are absent 
in isolated pristine, pure graphene monolayer. Furthermore, magnetic impurity (MI) atoms (such as Co) 
are deposited to the graphene surface. The MIs do not act as scatterer in our scheme; their effect is 
included in the band dispersion. We model the interaction between an impurity moment and the itinerant 
electrons in graphene with coupling term J ∑I SI .sI , where SI is the I th-site impurity spin, sI  = (1/2) aIs† 
sz aIs  or,  (1/2) bIs† sz bIs ,  	  ) is the fermion annihilation operator at site-I and  spin-state s (=↑,↓) 
corresponding to the sub-lattice A(B), and sz  is the z-component of the Pauli matrices. We make the 
approximation of treating the MI spins as classical vectors. The latter is valid for  || >1. For a Co atom 
with the electronic structure as 4s23d7, there are 7 electrons in d orbitals and d orbitals have 5 degenerate 
level of orbitals. There are three unpaired electrons with total spin angular momentum quantum number 
(3/2) and the total orbital quantum number (3). These values lead to total magnetic moment √27 Bohr 
magneton. Upon equating this with the formula for the spin quantum number only, the magnetic 
moment, viz. µ = √{4S(S+1)}, we obtain S → 2.15,−3.15 justifying the approximation made above. 
Upon absorbing the magnitude of the MI spin into the coupling constant J, and assuming that the 
impurities are located in the same sub-lattice, we obtain the dimensionless model interaction in 
momentum space as ∆= [M ∑
 k,s sgn(s) (a†k,s ak,s + b†k,s  bk,s)] with M =  ||	ћ/ . The low-energy, 
dimensionless Hamiltonian for GrTMD around the Dirac points K and K′ in the basis 
(, ,↑ , , ,,↑ , , ,↓ , , ,↓   where    , , 	 , , ) is the fermion annihilation operator for the 
momentum(k)-valley(z) - spin (s) state corresponding to the sub-lattice A(B), may be written down as H 
= [	 kxσx + kyσy) +∆ σz +M sz+ +λ 	
 (zσx s y − σy sx) +(/2){ ∆ σ	sz+ s0) + ∆ σ	z− s0)}]. 
It may be noted that the Hamiltonian is time-reversal invariant in the absence of M sz. The exchange field 
(M ) can assist significantly the spin  polarization due to the large shift of spin-up and down bands. We shall now 
consider the effect of strain field ‘ui j ‘ given by the well known [27,28] vector potential A= (  Ax , Ay,  0 ) 
where Ax = b1(u x x − u yy), and Ay = b2(2u x y) . These are the terms included as the minimal coupling in a 
study of strain-induced transport[29,30]. If non-uniform, the terms correspond to fictitious magnetic 
fields coupling with opposite sign to the two valleys[31,32]. The theoretical suggestion that Landau 
levels, associated with non-uniform strain, can form in graphene was first given by Novoselov et al.[31] 
several years ago. This was followed by many reports of elastic Landau levels (ELL) in graphene 
samples[33,34]. We, however, consider a displacement field of the form u(r)=(2ρ y, 2ρx),so that u
 i i = 0 
and  u
 i  j = ρ.  This uniform strain allows us to ignore ELL effects, such as the  wavefunctions for both 
valleys having support only on the same sub-lattice in a pseudo-magnetic field giving rise to interesting 
outcome e.g. the opening up of a superconducting gap in the zeroth pseudo-Landau level in the presence 
of an on-site pairing potential. As in studies on semiconductors, the parameters (b1, b2) are to be 
determined experimentally or from ab-initio calculations[27].The matrices , si and σi, respectively, 
denote the Pauli matrices associated with the valley degrees of freedom, the real spin and the pseudo-
spin of the Dirac electronic states. We shall replace below  by its eigenvalue ξ = ±1 for K(K´ ) cone. 
Here the nearest neighbor hopping is parameterized by a hybridization t, and ћvF/a = (√3/2)t. The terms 
present in the Hamiltonian are made dimensionless dividing by the energy term (ћvF/a).  
Upon considering all the four substrate-induced interaction terms, the exchange field, and the strain field, 
the energy eigenvalues ε  ε (, , ,  of the Hamiltonian are given by the quartic ε4− 2 ε2 b – 4 ε c +d 
= 0 where 
 
   bξ bξ (, , , = [(a12 + a22 + a32 + a42) /4 +   λ!    +	kx )2 + 	k´y )2 ], k´y = ky − 2ξ b2 ρ ,(1) 
 
                      cξ  cξ (M = (|∆Asoc |−∆Bsoc)  [2∆{|∆Asoc |+∆Bsoc}+4 λ! −4M∆"],                                          (2) 
 
      #ξ  dξ (, , , =  [a1 a2 a3a4 − ( 	kx )2 + 	k´y )2 ) (a1 a3 + a2a4) +(	kx )2 + 	k´y )2)2  
  
 
 
                                                                                               −  
 λ!  ( 1−ξ)2(a1 a4) −   λ!  ( 1+ξ)2(a2 a3)],   (3) 
    
       a1=∆ $  $ " ∆ .  ! %    &∆ $  & " ∆   , '=  ∆ &  & " ∆  , a4 = &∆ &  $ " ∆  .     (4) 
 
Note that,  if u
 i i ≠ 0, one would have kx → k´x = kx + ξ Ax as well. These results yield the band 
structure 
 
 Eξ,s,σ (, , , = [s√(z0(, , , /2)λR +σ{	kx )2 + 	k´y)2+λ2 ξ,s (, , M, )}1/2], (5)                     
  
λ
 ξ,s (, ,M,) = {β2ξ (, , −z0ξ (, , , /2+ s √(2c2ξ(M) /z0ξ(, , , ) }1/2, (6)  
 
                         βξ  (, ,  = [(a12 + a22 + a32 + a42) /4 +   λ!   − 4ξ b2 ρ  	ky ) +4(b2 ρ )2]1/2.                (7) 
  
                        z0ξ (, , ,  ≈ bξ (, , ,  + √{ dξ (, , , }.                              (8) 
 
The band structure consists of two spin-chiral conduction bands and  two spin-chiral valence bands. Beca-
use of the spin-mixing driven by the Rashba coupling, the spin is no longer a good quantum number. 
Therefore, the resulting angular momentum eigenstates may be denoted by the spin- chirality index s = ± 
1. Here σ = + (−) indicates the conduction (valence) band. The gapped, spin- valley split bands  involve a 
RSOC-dependent pseudo Zeeman field  ( the term s√(z0ξ /2) λR  in Eq.(5) )which  couples with different signs 
to states with ↑,↓ spins.  This field, however, couples with same sign but different manner to the states in the 
valleys due to the strain field ρ . Therefore, this pseudo field is expected to generate the spin-valley polarization in 
the system. The (λR (E), M ) dependence of the field indicates that the polarization is exchange field and 
external electric field tunable. In the absence of the substrate-induced interactions(RSOI is present 
though) and the exchange interactions, the band structure reduces to the spin- valley resolved energy 
dispersion of the graphene , viz. Eξ,s,σ (a|δk|, M) = σ [) λ!    +	kx )2 + 	k´y )2}+ 2sλR√{   λ! +2 (	kx )2 
+ 	k´y )2) }] ½ . If the RSOI is absent as well, then the band-structure reduces to the spin-valley 
degenerate energy dispersion of the strained graphene: èσ = σ√{(	kx )2 + 	k´y )2) }. It is gratifying to 
note that all the complexities present in the band structure is woven around the dispersion of the pure 
graphene. 
 
On account of the strong, intrinsic spin-orbit interaction (SOI), as proposed by Kane and Mele [35], the 
system acts as a quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator for M = 0.  In the Kane-Mele model (GrTMD system 
falls under this category), the effect of SOI is to create a bulk band gap together with the ‘avoided 
crossing’  between conduction and valence bands with opposite spin. There is no parity exchange (for the 
graphene system, the relevant bands are all pi-bands with the same parity) and no band inversion is 
necessary. The no band inversion condition is unlike that in the Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) model 
[36], where the SOI induces the inversion at the high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone signaling the 
change in the parity of the valence-band-edge state and the transition from trivial to non-trivial insulator. 
We shall now see that the generic feature of QSH state, viz. the ‘avoided crossing’ is present in our 
scheme. In Figure 1 plots of  band energies for WSe2 as a function of  the momentum component a k x  
with ξ = ±1, a k y   = 0.0001, M = 0  and the strain field  h = 2 b2 ρ = 0.0001 are shown. The (c↓,v↑) band-
pair with  ξ = +1 and  the (c↑, v↓ ) band pair with  ξ = −1 are characterized by the spin-orbit interaction 
(SOI) led  ‘avoided crossing’ at the momentum (0, 0.0001). The anti-crossing of bands with opposite 
spins at the momentum(0, 0.0001) and not at (0,0) is due to the fact that the uniform strain field 
considered above represents a shift in momentum space of the Dirac cone. Similarly, there would be the 
anti-crossing between a pair of bands  (c↓,v↑)((c↑, v↓)) with opposite spin and ξ = +1(( ξ = −1)) at the 
momentum (0.0001, ±0.0001) (not shown). These features are replicated in graphene on all TMDs.  
  
 
 
As we exchange couple (M) the graphene layer in GrTMD  system to localized magnetic impurities 
(MIs), such as substitutional Co atoms, we break the time-reversal symmetry (TRS). This may lead to the 
accessibility of the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state [37,38,39]. One finds that the graphene on TMDs 
[see Figures 1 and 2] is gapped at all possible exchange field values. As the exchange field (M) increases, the band 
gap narrowing takes place followed by its recovery to an extent. The essential features of the bands are (i) opening 
of an orbital gap due to the effective staggered potential and the intrinsic SOI, (ii) spin splitting of the bands due 
to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling and the exchange coupling, and (iii) the band gap narrowing and widening due to 
the many-body effect and the Moss-Burstein effect [40] respectively. The latter is due to the enhanced exchange 
effect. The plots( see Fig.2(a) ) for the Dirac point K shows that as the exchange field increases  in WSe2 / WS2, the 
relevant band gap between the spin-down conduction band and the spin-up valence band gets narrower followed by 
the gap recovery. For the Dirac point K´,we find that there is Moss-Burstein (MB) shift only and no band 
narrowing. It follows that the exchange field could be used for the efficient tuning of the band gap in graphene on 
TMD. The shift due to the MB effect is usually observed due to the occupation of the higher energy levels in the 
conduction band from where the electron transition occurs instead of the conduction band minimum. On account of 
the MB effect, optical band gap is virtually shifted to high energies because of the high carrier density related band 
filling. This may occur with the elastic strain as well as could be seen in Figure 2(b) . One may note that the band 
gap narrowing and the Fermi velocity vF  renormalization, both, in Dirac systems, are essentially many body 
effects. The observation of the gap narrowing in graphene on WSe2 / WS2, thus, supports the hypothesis of vF 
renormalization[41].Furthermore, (i) the direct information on the gap narrowing and the vF  renormalization in 
graphene can be obtained from photoemission, which is a potent probe of many body effects in solids, and,(ii) new 
mechanisms for achieving direct electric field control of ferromagnetism are highly desirable in the development of 
functional magnetic interfaces.  
  
We shall now briefly touch upon the spin and valley polarization, and the electron mobility of GrTMD; 
the latter is to justify the choice of TMD as the substrate. The pseudo-Zeeman term of the spectrum in Eq. 
(5) comes into being due the presence of the term ( 4 ε c ) in the quartic ε4− 2 ε2 b – 4 ε c +d = 0. Without 
the term 4 ε c ( in which case the magnitude of the sub-lattice resolved SOIs needs to be equal), the 
spectrum reduces to a bi-quadratic (with no Zeeman term) rather than a quartic. The term mimics a real 
Zeeman field with opposite signs for the two physical spin states. Its non-triviality lies in the valley states 
, the strain field, and the exchange field dependence. The role of this Zeeman field albeit the Rashba SOI 
in the spin-polarization (Ps) context, could be understood in the following manner: Recalling that the 
polarization Ps is defined in terms of the spin-dependent conductance Gs as Ps = (G↓− G↑)/(G↓+G↑), and 
the spin-dependent current density magnitude is js = [(evF/Aπ) ∑ξ ∫unfilled k ak d(ak) ∂(Eξ,s,σ=+1,k(a|k|,M) 
/ ∂(ak)] for an applied constant electric field which, in the Drude’s picture, is proportional to the spin-
dependent conductance, one may write Ps ∼ (λR /√2)[√(z0(ξ = +1,M))+√(z0(ξ = −1,M))]/ µ′. Here A is a 
characteristic area and a sum over states k is understood as an integral over all one-particle states. The 
contributions to the conductance from two Dirac nodes could be obtained by the sum∑ξ. We have 
approximated  here z0(aδk, ξ, M) by z0(0, ξ, M) and λ s (aδk, ξ,M) by λ s (0,ξ,M) in view of their mild 
dependence on the wavevector. Thereafter, we have transformed the momentum integral to an energy 
integral in the zero-temperature limit. Though, admittedly, the finite temperature limit would have been 
appropriate. We introduce the quantity µ′=µ /(ћvF/a) where µ  is the  dimensionless chemical potential of 
the fermion number. All states below *  are occupied. In view of Eqs. (5) and (6) we obtain js ≈(eµ′ 
vF/2Aπ) ∑ξ [ηµ′− sλR √(2z0(0, ξ, M))] where η >1 . We have put the strain field equal to zero. The role of  
Rashba SOI as the polarization-usherer could be easily understood now. The polarization (Ps) turns out to 
be electric field (E) tunable as λR is a function of E [26]. Since there is a general relation [42]between µ 
and Vg for a graphene-insulator-gate structure, viz.µ ≈ εa [(m2+ 2eVg/εa)1/2 −m] where m is the dimension-
less ideality factor and εa is the characteristic energy scale, the tunability of Ps by the electrostatic doping 
is assured. Now the relation between µ and the carrier density may be given by µ ≈ ћ vF√ (π|+|sgn(n) 
where sgn(n) =±1 for the electron(hole) doping and ‘n’ is the carrier concentration, we obtain P ∼ n−1/2. 
Note that Ps has opposite signs for the electron and hole doping. A 2D plot of the  spin-polarization (Ps) in 
arb.unit as a function of the dimensionless exchange field (M), for the strain field (h) equal to zero, has 
  
 
been shown in Figure 3(a). The figure shows that the spin-polarization is an increasing function of the 
strain field.Since we have z0(ξ,M) ≈ λR2 [bξ(ξ,M)+√dξ(ξ,M),  from Eq.(8), where (bξ,dξ) are given by Eqs. 
(1) and (3), the dependence of the spin-polarization on SII parameters, such as the intrinsic SOI, orbital 
gap, etc.,is also obvious. The valley polarization (Pv), on the other hand, is defined in terms of the valley-
dependent conductance Gv as  Pv = (GK− GK´)/(G K + GK´).  Since we do not have a pseudo Zeeman term 
with opposite signs for the two physical valley states, the previous approach for Pv is not suitable. We, 
however,  may write in Drude’s framework itself the current density j ∼ ∫D(ε)(e2τ/ meff )dε where D(ε)  ∼ 2 
|-| / pi (ħvF) 2 is the density of states (DOS) , and thus the valley polarization formula turns out to be Pv ∼ ∫ 
dk{∑s ,σ   (D(k)(K)/ meff (K)  − D(k) (K´)/ meff (K´)) /  ∫ dk  ∑s , σ  (D(k)(K)/ meff(K)  + D(k) (K´)/ meff (K´)) } where 1/ 
meff 
 ξ=1 (ξ = −1)
 = (1/ħ2) ∂2 Eξ =1 (ξ = −1) ,s, σ (, , ,  / ∂k2. A 2D plot of the valley-polarization (Pv) in 
arb. unit as a function of the dimensionless strain field (h) for the exchange field (M) equal to zero is 
shown in Figure 3. The polarization is found to increase with strain, attain a maximum value, and  
thereafter decrease. It may be mentioned that Fujita et al. [43] had reported earlier the possibility of producing 
the valley polarized current in graphene considering a device, comprising of uniform uniaxial strain, and 
an out-of-plane magnetic barrier configuration. Thus, apart from the dependence on the strain field, Pv can 
also be tuned by the exchange field. As regards the electronic mobility µ0 = e vF τ / ћkF , the scattering 
time τ  is given by [44] τ−1 % 2ni vF kF v02 / (1 + piαc/εr vF )2 where  v0 = V0 / (ћvF/a), V0  is the scattering 
potential for the short-range point defect, and ni is  the concentration of the impurity center. Here α = 
.!
 /-0ћ  =
1
1'2 is the fine-structure constant. Since the Fermi momentum akF = akF(µ′,M ) = (1/4) ∑s,ξ√{( µ′ 
−s√(z0ξ /2) λR)2 −3λ4,"	53 2},  and µ ≈ εa [(m2+ 2eVg/εa)1/2 −m] (see ref.[42]) where Vg is gate voltage, we 
observe that our expression for the mobility  µ6  %  e 89  :/ћ<9  shows  its dependence  on the exchange field M 
and the variation in the gate voltage Vg. The strength of the scattering potential for the point defect also has 
tremendous effect on the mobility. In fact, greater the strength of the potential, lower is the mobility. The 
inter-band scattering processes have been completely ignored in this derivation. To include  the intra- and 
the inter-valley scattering processes, one may utilize a model for screened scattering centers (SSC)of the 
Gaussian shape, with the screening length (L)spanning the range varying smoothly on the scale of the 
lattice constant(a). The local potentials ( L ∼ a) , due to the lifting of the prohibition on the inter-valley 
scattering, allow us to go beyond the scope of the single-valley scattering problem.  A higher electron 
mobility of 300 m2/(V·s) for electron densities of order 1016 m−2 on the TMD is accessed in comparison 
with that (17 m2/(V·s) for electron densities less than 1016 m−2) in graphene on h-BN substrate [19-21, 45]. 
Therefore, TMD, indeed, is an appealing substrate for graphene devices. 
 
The plasmons are defined as longitudinal in-phase oscillation of all the carriers driven by the self-
consistent electric field generated by the local variation in charge density. This collective density 
oscillations of a doped graphene sheet (Dirac Plasmons) are distinctively different(n1/4 dependence) from 
that (n1/2 dependence) of the conventional 2D electron gas plasmons with respect to the carrier density (n) 
dependence. The former as well as the latter ones exhibit q1/2 dependence as is well-known[46,47,48].The 
broad reviews on graphene plasmonics with particular emphasis on the excitations in epitaxial graphene 
and on the influence of the underlying substrate in the screening processes could be found in 
refs.[13,22,49]. The great interest[1-25,45-52] evinced by the material science community in recent years 
in the graphene plasmons is linked to the facts that (i) the propagation of this mode has been directly 
imaged in real space by utilizing scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy[24,25], (ii) the 
graphene plasmon is highly tunable and shows strong energy confinement capability[50], and (iii) the 
graphene plasmons strongly couple to  molecular vibrations of the adsorbates, the polar phonons of the 
substrate, and so on, as they are very sensitive to the immediate environment [51]. It may be  recalled that 
using Maxwell’s equations with appropriate boundary conditions, the plasmon dispersion could be 
obtained in the non-retarded  regime (q≫ω/c)  by solving the equation ε + i(q/2ωε0)σ(q,ω) = 0 where the 
dielectric constant ε = (ε1+ ε2)/2, ε1 and ε2  are the dielectric constants above and below the graphene 
sheet, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, σ(q,ω) is the wave vector dependent optical conductivity, q is a wave 
  
 
vector, and ω is the angular frequency of the incident monochromatic optical field. Because of the finite 
scattering rate, q = q1+ iq2 has to be a complex variable with q2 ? 0  for the above equation to be valid. 
The ratio R = q1/q2 =  [ @ / @A1(q1 Imσ(q1,ω))]/ Reσ(q1,ω) , referred to as the inverse damping ratio, is a 
measure of how many oscillations the plasmon makes before it is damped out completely. In view of the 
fact that the speed of light c in vacuum is 300 time higher than the Fermi velocity of graphene, one could 
ignore the retardation effect in the equation above. The plasmon dispersion, corresponding to THz 
frequencies, in the present Gr-TMD system for a finite chemical potential, however, has been obtained 
within the RPA by finding the zeros of the dielectric function including only the. intra-band transition. 
The optical frequencies related functions corresponding to the inter-band transitions to be discussed later.  
In RPA, one writes the polarization function χ(A, B′ % χ1	A, B′ + i χ2	A, B′in the momentum 
space  in the long-wavelength limit Cω D 2 F9	Fermi energy , or Cω´ D ! 	Fermi mometum, as              
           
                 χ(A, B′ %  ∑ξ ∑,k, s,s′, σ,σ ′ = ± 1 Fσ,σ′ ( , A) R[ S,",σ 	 −A− S′,",σ′ 	)CB′Tεξ,,σ 		4A − εξ,′,σ′ 	, TηU],     (9)   
 
where (ħω / ħvFa−1)= ħω′.  Here, ε and ψ  are single-particle energies and wave funtions, and nξ,s,σ (ak) = 
[exp(β(εξ,s,σ(ak)−µ′)) +1]−1 is occupation function for the band σ  = ± 1. In the THz frequency range, 
contrary to the visible range case, the Fermi energy, due to the electrostatic doping, is usually much larger than the 
photon energy. Thus, the long-wavelength limit condition is easily satisfied in this case. For the graphene 
dispersion E±(k) =±t 3φ3−µ with φ=[1+2exp (i3akx/2) cos (√3aky/2) ], the spin-degenerate overlap of 
wave functions Fσ,σ′ ( , A)  assumes the form  Fσ,σ′ ( , A)= ½[1+ σ σ ′ .	.V	Ax) φWA φ
X

YφWAY3φ3
)]. Here 
µ′=µ/ (ћvF/a) is the  dimensionless chemical potential of the fermion number. In the long-wave length  
limit, the band structure in Eq.(1)  yields  εξ,,σZ	±A[ − εξ,,σ 	 \ σ ]
!ZA!± !A.^ _ ! A`[
!λW,,ξ a.  We 
shall not consider the spin-flip transitions here for simplicity. The dynamical dielectric 
(Lindhard)function, which is expressed as eξ,s,σ	aA, B′ %1− c 	Adħ f χξ,s,σ	aA, B′ where V( q) = (e
2/2 ε0 εrδq 
) is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential in two dimensions, V (r) = e2/4πε0εrr , and ε0 the 
vacuum permittivity and εr is the relative permittivity of the surrounding medium. The Lindhard function 
does not take into account interactions between electrons beyond RPA, impurities, and phonons. Upon 
making the Taylor expansion of S,",σ 	 −A in Eq.(9): S,",σ 	 −A %  S,",σ 	  $ 	A 
@ Sξ ,,σ	
@µ′  
@εξ,,σ
@	 and replacing the derivative   
@ Sξ ,,σ	
@µ′  by the delta function in the zero temperature limit,  
after a little algebra, we obtain  the real part of the intra-band Lindhard function as e(aA, B′  ≈ 
1−A  g #∑s,ξ  	λ4h,ξ4!  δ 	µ′− εξ ,,σ 	 R(
	||' 	A´!	CB′−'
i 	! T	λWh,ξ!  j
1
!
), where A= /(
k!
! ε0εl
dħ f
, (aqs,ξ´)2=]	A! &
 _ !  AA`0,," j, and (a0,," % m& λ4h,ξ
! $  dµ′ − √ dn0	! fλf
!,1/2 .The latter, i.e. (a0,,", determines 
the Fermi momentum. One notices now that, in the long wavelength limit  Cω´ D !  , the equation 
Re e	B, A = 0 is a simple cubic in CB′ with the only real solution 
       ZCB′V[ % A 1/3{∑s,ξ  ZA,"´[!  Qs,ξ (µ,T=0,M)}1/3, Qs,ξ (µ,T=0,M) = 
odµ′−√dn0! fλf
!4 	λWh,_ ! p
'/!
Y	λWh,_ Y
'  
.  (10) 
 
We find that upon including the full dispersion of graphene on TMD and ignoring the spin-flip mechan-
ism completely, there is only one intra-band collective mode and it corresponds to charge plasmons. In 
view of the above the quantity Q1/3 (µ,T=0,M) approximately corresponds to the Fermi momentum kF (  
- % ħ.  Therefore, an approximate dependence ZCB′V[  q n1/2  is expected for strained graphene 
  
 
on TMD ( and not n1/4). Furthermore, since the Fermi momentum akF = akF(µ′,M ) = (1/4) ∑s,ξ√{( µ′ 
−s√(z0ξ /2) λR)2 −3λ4,"3 2},  and µ ≈ εa [(m2+ 2eVg/εa)1/2 −m] (see ref.[42]) where Vg is gate voltage, we 
observe that our expression of  ZCB′V[ shows  its dependence  on the exchange field M and the variation in the 
gate voltage Vg through the dependence on µ . Therefore, in the THz range, the Plasmon frequency is a function of 
the exchange field and the gate voltage.  The dependence of the Plasmon frequency on wave vector is of the 
form ZCB′V[  q 	A!'. (and not the well known q1/2 behavior) for graphene on TMD. We notice that the 
(wavevector)2/3character of the plasmon branch as well as its approximate  n1/2 dependence on the charge 
density are not changed by uniform, uniaxial strain. However, the plasmon dispersion gets steeper for the 
wavevector perpendicular to the direction of strain and is flattened for wavevectors along the direction of 
the strain  with the term responsible for the flattening proportional to the strain field. For typical 
graphene-on-TMD samples, -is of the order of 0:5 eV or lower. This indeed fixes the application range 
of graphene intra-band plasmonics to the THz and mid-IR band (wavelengths r1 µm). At a finite 
temperature the solution (CB′V and the real part of the polarization function may be  written as 
 
 
                   CB′V % A1/3{∑s,ξ  ZA,"´[!  Qs,ξ (µ,T)}1/3,    χ1	A, B′  %   ∑ χ1,,"h,_  	A, B′ .                        (11) 
 
Here  β = (kBT)−1, 
 
     χ1,," 	A, B′ = pi    dA,"
t 
CB′ f
'
 Qs,ξ (µ,T),  Qs,ξ (µ,T) = ∫#	δ β	' 3λWh,_3' u
4! β
! Zεξ, 	 & µ′[ .     (12) 
 
The imaginary part, on the other hand, is given by   
        
    χ2	B′ ∼ − π ∑,δk, s,ξ [S," 	 −A− S," 	, δ	CB′ $ εξ,,σ	 & A− εξ,,σ  	 F( , A).    (13) 
                  
Using a representation of the Dirac delta function, viz. δ	x%Lim è→0 	1/2è u! è , Eq.(12) could be 
reduced to (10) in the zero-temperature limit. It may be mentioned that the most general expression of the 
dynamical polarization at finite temperature, chemical potential, impurity rate, quasi-particle gap, and 
magnetic field was presented by Pyatkovskiy and Gusynin [52] several years ago.  
 
The effect of uniaxial strain on graphene's optical conductivity and absorbance have been described by 
introducing strain dependent hopping parameters into the standard tight binding Hamiltonian [53,54].  
This deforms the Fermi surface into an ellipse and defines a fast and a slow optical axis, with the latter 
oriented closely along the direction of strain. We, however, follow a different approach to calculate the 
(intra-band) optical conductivity. As the first step, we note that the use of Re e	B, A = 0 above is 
essentially same as using the (plasmon dispersion) equation εr + (i e2/(2aћωε0)) ∑s,ξ ZA,"´[ σ ξ, s (q,ω) = 
0, where σ ξ, s (q,ω) is the spin-valley dependent optical conductivity. To explain, one may replace σξ, s 
(q,ω)  by σ ξ, s,RPA (q,ω) = i σ0 ZA,"´[ −2(ћω′/πχ," (q,ω) where σ0=(e2/4ћ), ћω′ = ћω /  ħvFa−1, and χ," 
(q,ω) = χ1,," (q,ω) + i χ!,," (q,ω) is the dynamical polarization function. Therefore, Imσ ξ, s,RPA (q,ω) = σ0 
ZA,"´[ −2(ћω′/πχ1,," (q,ω) = σ0  	ћω′)−2ZA,"´[ Qs,ξ (µ,T).  Upon substituting this in the plasmon 
dispersion equation above , we get back Eq.(10). This is a good consistency check. Thus, the imaginary 
part of the optical conductivity Imσ (q,ω) = σ0  	ћω′)−2∑s,ξ ZA,"´[ Qs,ξ (µ,T). The next step is to either 
use the second Kramers-Kronig (KK) relation[55] which gives the real part when the imaginary part is 
given,  or use Eq.(13) to obtain the former. The use of (13) yields the frequency dependent   
 
  
 
Reσ(ω) =  σ0  	ћω′)∑s,ξ,k ZA,"´[ −2 Fσσ  [S," 	 −A− S," 	, δ(CB′ $ εξ,,σ	 & A− εξ,,σ  	. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
(14)
 
Upon making the Taylor expansion of S,",σ 	 −A ,i.e. S,",σ	 −A  %  S,",σ 	  $ 	A 
@ Sξ ,,σ	
@µ′  
@εξ,,σ
@	 , we find that, in the long wavelength limit Cω´ D !  , the real part of the optical 
conductivity is given by 
 
                     Reσ (ω´ ) =  σ0  ∑s,ξ, Z	!/3λ4,"3[ 2(1− 3λW,"3 ћω′	!
 
 ]1 &  _ ! 0,," a
−1
 (aqF,s,ξ ) ,             (15) 
 
where  aqF,s,ξ   = ]@dSξ ,,σ	f@µ′    σ,σa  is the summand of the Thomas- Fermi screening wave vector of the 
system, viz. aqF = (1/4) ∑s,ξ aqF,s,ξ . The real part of the intra-band conductivity is, thus, decreasing function 
of frequency (in the long wave length limit).In the absence of strain, one finds Reσintraband (B′ ∼ σ0 (a q)−2 
ћω′ H	A,µ, B′ 41 where (ħω / ħvFa−1) = ħω′,  and the function H	A,µ, B′  is the height of the spectral function 
for the Gr-TMD (intra-band) plasmon  case resembling a Lorentzian. The spectral function  is symmetrical about 
the position of its maximum. This function characterizes the probability of electrons to undergo surface excitation 
in the surface region.The system under consideration, is the GrTMD  vdWH. One may note that  for the 
transmission of the THz  and optical frequencies through the system, only the  real part of the polarization 
function and optical conductivity are relevant. The reason for this is that the thickness of the vdWH in question is 
several orders of magnitude smaller than an radiation wavelength. In terms of  σ (ω´ ) given by Eq.(15), the 
optical absorbance A(ω´ ) of the present system may be given by [56,57]  
 
                 A(ω´ ) =  (πασ (ω´)/σ0)/ [1+ (πασ (ω´) /2σ0)]2= ∑s,ξ (  πα C1 / (2 +παC1 2 
 
                                                                                     R [1− {(2 −πα C1) ς ћω′ / (2+πα C1)}],               (16) 
 
 ς ∼   3λW,"3 	!
 
, 1 % 	
!
3λW,"3 
!
]1 &  _ ! 0,," a
−1
 (aqF,s,ξ ), akF(µ′ ) = (1/4) ∑s,ξ√{( µ′ −s√(z0ξ /2) λR)2 −3λ4,"3 
2}, α = e2 / 4piε0 c is the fine structure constant and c is the speed of light.  We find from the Figure 4 that 
whereas the intra-band absorbance of GrTMD A (ω) is decreasing function the frequency ω at a given 
strain field, it is an increasing function of the strain field at a given frequency. Unlike in standard 
semiconductors where the carrier type is fixed by chemical doping during the growth process, the Fermi 
level in graphene can be continuously driven (tuned)between the valence and conduction bands simply by 
the gate voltage [58].  Once again, since the Fermi momentum akF = akF(µ′ )  and µ ≈ εa [(m2+ 2eVg/εa)1/2 
−m] (see ref.[42]) where Vg is gate voltage, we observe that our expression of σ (ω) shows its dependence 
relative to the variation in the gate voltage Vg through the dependence on µ . Therefore, in the THz range, the 
absorbance and the transmittance (which depend on the optical conductivity) are functions of the frequency, strain 
field,  as well as the gate voltage. This property is expected to open up a wealth of interesting applications in THz 
photonic technologies. For pure graphene intra-band transitions, on the other hand, the  corresponding  
expression[59] is  σ intraband (B′ ∼  σ0C (1 + i ћ ω′ τ′) / (1 + (ћ ω′ τ′)2) , where C  =(4τ′ /pi) and τ′ −1 = 
τ−1/ ħvFa−1 . One may notice that in the absence of scattering  (τ′ −1 << 1),  the expression corresponds  to a 
purely imaginary quantity, signifying no dissipation of electric energy within Graphene. However, this is definitely 
unlikely to happen due to the inevitable phonon scattering and finite impurity  doping.  In the presence of 
scattering (τ′ −1 >> 1) this expression for the pure graphene intra-band conductivity gives A(ω´ ) = ( παC / (2 
+πα2 ) R [ 1− {(2−πα ) 	ћ ω′ τ′! / (2+πα )}] ,where  α = e2 / 4piε0 c is the fine structure constant and c 
is the speed of light. Save for the fact that this is a quadratic (decreasing) function of the frequency ω,  there 
is form-wise similarity to the one obtained for GrTMD.  
  
 
 
The results for Gr-TMD intra-band Plasmon are found to be rather remarkable. Since with hole doping 
the Fermi surface shifts to a lower energy, as a consequence the inter-band transitions with transition 
energy below twice the Fermi energy become forbidden. It leads to a decrease in higher frequency inter-
band (optical) absorption. At the same time, the lower frequency (far infrared and terahertz (THz))free 
carrier absorption (i.e. intra-band transition) increases dramatically. Therefore, upon ignoring the spin-flip 
mechanism completely for simplicity, the intra-band transitions are needed to be considered only. Since, 
the focus is on the long wavelength regime, the transitions between two Dirac nodes located at different 
momentum could be neglected. These assumptions lead to a single collective mode for the present Gr-
TMD system and it corresponds to the charge plasmons. One finds from the dispersion relation (ħω / 
ħvFa
−1) ∼ (aq)2/3 or, f ∼ const.R n1/2 q2/3 that the dimensionless quantity r, viz. the plasmon wavelength 
(λpl) and graphene lattice constant(a) ratio, as a function of frequency (f) and the carrier concentration (n) 
is given by r = Κ(n) f −3/2 where Κ(n) ∼ C n3/4, and C is a constant.  For n∼ 1016 m−2,and  a = 2.8R 10−10m, 
we find a Κ(n) ∼ 1012 m-Hz3/2. This leads to the plasmon wavelength λ pl as 1µ-m at THz and 10−3µ-m at 
the mid infrared spectral  range. In comparison, for the standalone graphene sheet, the plasmon 
wavelength is λ0 = J(n) f −2 where J(n) ∼ C1 n1/2;  C1  is a constant. For the same value of the carrier 
density one finds J(n) ∼ 1022 m-Hz2. This leads to the plasmon wavelength λ0  as 10 mm at THz and 1µ-m 
at the mid infrared spectral range. In the presence of scattering  (the dimensionless relaxation time τ′ = τ / 
ħvFa
−1
= 0.1) for n∼ 1016 m−2 and the inverse grating distance normalized by the Fermi wave vector ∼ 0.1, 
on the other hand, the inverse damping ratio R is found to be ∼ 50  which  corresponds to a reasonably 
well- defined Plasmon resonance. The stronger confinement capability of Gr-TMD plasmon is obvious 
from the ratio λpl / λ0 . Unfortunately, to achieve an extreme plasmon confinement one has to sacrifice 
their propagation length( as Rλpl << Rλ0 ). It is also limited by the inter-band absorption in the intrinsic 
samples and somewhat lower Drude absorption in the doped ones [60].It is gratifying to see that a finite 
chemical potential or the gate voltage applied to a graphene sheet provides a conduction band for the 
electrons, allowing for plasmons supported by the graphene on TMD.  
 
In conventional 2D electron gases (2DEGs), the Thomas-Fermi wave vector κ is generally independent of the 
carrier density. However, for the pure graphene the screening wave vector is proportional to the square root of the 
density. Thus in pure graphene, the relative strength of screening (κ / kF), where kF  ∼ √ (πn is the Fermi wave-
vector, is constant. For Gr-TMD, a similar result is obtained in the context of the intra-band transitions. As 
observed by us, the relative strength of screening is nearly a constant with relative to the changes in the gate 
voltage (or, the carrier density) and the exchange field strength; at lower densities the behavior is slightly contrary 
to what one would expect. One is thus able to show that the characteristics  linked to the screening in gated Gr-
TMD is  nearly insensitive to the substrate induced perturbations and the magnetic impurities. In the large 
momentum transfer regime, of course, the static screening increases linearly with wave vector due to the inter-band 
transition [61].  One also find that the stronger Rashba coupling (RSOC) has slight foiling effect on the Thomas-
Fermi (TF) screening length (κ−1). The RSOC parameter can be tuned by a transverse electric field and vertical 
strain. Interestingly, from the plots one also notice that the screening length is greater when the exchange field 
strength is greater.  
 
As regards the optical absorbance (A) and the transmittance (T) due to the inter-band transitions, the latter at normal 
incidence is given by the equation T(ω) = (1+ σ0 interband (ω) / (2cε0))-2 where σ0 interband (ω)  is the real part of the 
inter-band optical conductivity. This can be obtained straightforwardly by solving the Maxwell equation with 
appropriate boundary conditions. Upon replacing  G0  by σ0=(e2/4ћ) is the frequency-independent universal sheet 
conductivity of the mass-less Dirac fermions above, one obtains  T(ω) ≈ 1− piα. The absorption, thus, corresponds 
to the well-known[59 ] value piα= 2.3%. The system under consideration, however, is the  strained gapped 
graphene. In order to calculate  σ0 interband (ω) one now makes use of the relation [62]   
 
          σ0
interband(ω,Vg) =σ0(4pi/me2ω2)∑σ,σ′ ∫ (d2k/(2pi)2 ( nσ (k) − nσ′ (k)) δ(ћω + Eσ (k)− Eσ′ (k))Fαβσ,σ′ ,       
 
 
  
 
                           Fαβσ,σ′  (k) =∏ασ,σ′   (k) ∏βσ,σ′   (k) ,    Eσ (k), Eσ′ (k) <    EF                                   (17) 
 
ignoring the many-body effects. Here, the indices σ and σ′ denote the spin and all band quantum numbers for the 
occupied and empty states respectively, k is the continuous quantum number related to the translational symmetry 
and restricted to the Brillouin zone, EF is the Fermi energy, me denotes the electron mass, ω is the angular 
frequency of the electromagnetic radiation causing the transition, Sσ 	is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 
evaluated at energy 
σ 	 ,and  ∏ασ,σ′  ( = σ′, |VαV|σ,  is the transition matrix element of the α-component 
of the momentum operator VαV for a transition from the initial state |σ, k〉 with energy 
σ 	  into the final state 
|σ′, k〉 with energy 
σ′ 	. These matrix elements have been obtained from the band structure calculation above. In 
order to obtain an analytical form of (1), viz. σ0interband  (ω,Vg) ≈ σ0  ( f (−ћω /2 kT) − f (ћω /2 kT) )where the 
Sokhotski-Plemelj identity {ω − iη}−1 = Р(ω−1)+iπδ(ω)≈  iπδ(ω) has been used (and the imaginary part has been 
dropped) and f stand for the Fermi-Dirac distribution, one applies the Dirac cone approximation. The 
approximation assumes that the conductivity is only contributed by the carriers on the Dirac cone. The 
Dirac cone approximation is only valid if the Fermi energy and the photon energy is within the visible 
range. Beyond that, the energy dispersion is not linear and one can no longer adopt the approximation. 
One finds σ0 interband(ω) to be an increasing  function of ω and almost independent relative to the variation in Vg (see 
Figure 5).  It is, in fact, (approximately) linearly varying with relative to ω in the limited, low photon energy range. 
The consistency of the linear relationship of σ0 interband , with relative to ω, with the Maxwell’s law ∇ R B = iωµε 
(1- (iσ/ωµ0ε0n2)) E, where B and E are the magnetic and electric fields, respectively, µ (µ0) and ε (ε0)  are 
permeability and permittivity, respectively, of  the Dirac fermions (free space), n = √(µr εr) the optical index, and εr 
is the complex relative permittivity, demands that the optical index (n) of the Gr-TMD, and, consequently, relative 
permittivity should be independent of frequency. In view of the pure graphene being known to possess dispersion-
less optical index [63,64], the observation that the calculated σ0interband  (ω) is consistent with the Maxwell’s law is 
not entirely un-founded. One may alternatively adopt the time-dependent first-order perturbation theoretic approach 
involving the Liouville-Von Neumann equation for the density matrix [65], rather than use of the Kubo 
formula[62] as in here, to obtain the same result[66].  The imaginary part of the optical conductivity σ0interband  (ω) 
is given by the first Kramers-Kronig (KK) relation[55], Imσ0interband(ω) = (−2/pi)  g ω .σ0+kl+ 	ε 	ε#ε/m0  
ε! &  ω!] where P denotes the Cauchy principal value.  
 
In conclusion, the Gr-TMD plasmons (optical as well as THz varieties) have unusual properties and offer 
promising prospects for plasmonic applications covering a wide frequency range. It has been also 
demonstrated here that the exchange field and the gate voltage can be used for efficient tuning of the band 
gap, the mobility, the intra-band plasmon frequency, and the optical conductivity. Whereas the spin-
polarization is exchange field tunable, the valley polarization could be controlled by the strain  field. We 
find that whereas the intra-band absorbance of GrTMD A (ω) is decreasing function the frequency ω at a 
given strain field, it is an increasing function of the strain field at a given frequency. We also notice that 
our major findings, viz.the (wavevector)2/3character of the plasmon branch as well as its approximate  n1/2 
dependence on the charge density, are not changed by uniform, uniaxial strain. However, the plasmon 
dispersion gets steeper for the wavevector perpendicular to the direction of strain and is flattened for 
wave vectors along the direction of the strain with the term responsible for the flattening proportional to 
the strain field. The stronger confinement capability of GrTMD Plasmon  compared to that of standalone, 
doped graphene is an important outcome of the present work.  The intra-band conductivity and 
absorbance can be controlled by the exchange field, too, As observed by us, the relative strength of 
screening is nearly a constant with relative to the changes in the gate voltage (or, the carrier density) and 
the exchange field strength. In the light of these findings we note that a direct, functional electric field 
control of magnetism at the nano-scale is needed for the effective demonstration of our results related to 
the exchange-field dependence. The magnetic multi-ferroics, like BiFeO3 (BFO) have piqued the interest 
of the researchers world-wide with the promise of the coupling between the magnetic and electric order 
parameters.  
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Figure 1.  A plot of  band energies for WSe2 as a function of  
0.0001characterized by the bulk band-gap between two
avoided crossing at the momentum(0.0000, ± 0.0
projections.  Here data1→  c↓, data2→ v↑,   data3
 
           
a k x  with ξ = ±1, a k y   = 0.0001 and the strain field 2
 pairs of bands with opposite spin, viz.(c↓,v↑) 
001) indicated by oblique intersecting lines for both the pairs of 
→  c ↑, and data4→ v↓.  
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Figure 2. (a) A plot of  the band gap with ξ = +1 between the two bands  with opposite spin (c↓,v↑) in Figure 1for WSe2 as a 
function of  the dimensionless exchange field. The values of momenta  a k x = 0 = a k y ,  and the strain field 2 b2 ρ = 0.0001. 
There is decrease in the gap followed by the increase. For the remaining  two opposite spin projections (c↑, v↓ ) with  ξ = −1, 
however, there is increase as shown in the inset.(b) A contour plot of the band gap with ξ = +1 between the two bands  with 
opposite spin (c↓,v↑) in Figure 1for WSe2 as a function of  the dimensionless exchange field and the dimensionless strain 
field. The gap increases considerably with the strain field but changes much less with the exchange field. The bulk band-gap 
with ξ = − 1 between two pairs of bands with opposite spin, viz. (c↑, v↓ ), will show the similar behavior.  
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Figure 3.  (a) A 2D plot of the  spin-polarization (Ps) in arb.unit as a function of the dimensionless exchange field (M) for the 
strain field (h) equal to zero. (b) A 2D plot of the  valley-polarization (Pv) in arb.unit as a function of the dimensionless strain 
field (h) for the exchange field (M) equal to zero and the least square fit.             
 
             
Figure 4.  A contour plot of the absorbance A (ω) of graphene on TMD as a function of the dimensionless strain field and 
frequency. Whereas  A (ω) is decreasing function of frequency at a given strain field, it is an increasing function of the strain 
field at a given frequency.          
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 Figure 5. A 3D plot of the real part of the inter-band optical conductivity of graphene, in terms of  σ0=(e2/4ћ), as a function of 
the dimensionless photon energy(ћω/kT)  and gate voltage in meV. Here the Boltzmann constant multiplied by the 
temperature( kT ) = 30 meV .   
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